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Zel’manov polynomials arc elements of a free special Jordan system which are 
both hermitian (their values look like hermitian elements) and Clifford (they do not 
vanish on systems 7’ containing H, = H(M,(@), t) J. These polynomials decide the 
classification of strongly prime special Jordan systems: T is either Clifford or her- 
mitian according as some Zel’manov polynomial does or does not vanish on T. The 
existence of such polynomials has been established by McCrimmon and Zel’manov 
for quadratic Jordan algebras, and by Zcl’manov for linear Jordan triple systems 
(and pairs). In this paper, we carry out the construction for quadratic Jordan triple 
systems (and pairs). %I 1991 Academtc Praar, Inc. 
Everywhere below, @ is an arbitrary commutative ring with unit. 
A quadratic Jordan triple system (denoted JTS) over @ consists of a 
@-module T and a product P, ~1 quadratic in x and linear in 2’ (the induced 
trilinear product of which will be denoted by L,.,,(z) = {X~VZ} = P.,,_(y), 
where P,,. = P., + _ - P, - P.) such that 
P Pry = px p, P, (0.1) 
L -L PI )‘, v  - li, PpY (0.2) 
P P,.“, I = p \- L,; .r = Lx, .v P.Y (0.3) 
hold strictly in T. A mital quadratic Jordan algebra (denoted UQJA) is a 
JTS with a choice of unit element 1, P, = id. A quadracic Jordan algebra (or 
simply Jordan algebra JA) is a @-module J with a quadratic map 
U: J -+ End,(J) and a squaring operation x1, such that the unital huli. 
j=@l@Jis a UQJA. 
A JTS T is called polarized if 
T= T+ 0 T-, 
0021~8693/91 $3.00 
P,,T~= (T~T~T-~) =o, P,, T-” -c T” 
for both c[ = + or -. (0.4) 
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A Jordan pair V= (Vi‘, L’-) is a pair of @-modules acting on each other 
as JTS, Q;,lI’-” E k’“, CY = + or -. To any Jordan pair V corresponds a 
polarized JTS T(V) = V+ @ I,‘-, and any ITS T yields a Jordan pair 
r’t Tj = (T, 7-j. 
The primary source of examples of JTS comes from associative 
structures. Any associative algebra or more generally any associative triple 
system (ATS) R of the first kind (i.e., R is a Q-module equipped with 
a trilinear composition ( ) such that ( (.x+IY) LV) = (xq’( rr~) j = 
(.u( 1~2) > NJ) for all X, ,‘, Z, II, 1~ E R) yields a JTS via 
R+: P,>i := (xyx), (.K]‘Z) = (qz) + (zys). (0.5) 
We define an ussociatiue specialization of T to be a linear map q: T --) R i 
satisfying 
We say that a JTS T is special if it is isomorphic to a Jordan subsystem 
of some R+, for R an ATS. If T generates R, then R is called an associative 
(ATS)-emelope for the special system T. The special universal erwelope k 
defined as a pair (SU( Tj, c,,), where N(T) is an ATS and cU: T-t su( T)+ 3. 
universal specialization which has the following universal property: if 
r: T* R+ is any associative specialization, R an ATS. then it extends 
uniquely to an ATS-homomorphism V: SU( T) -+ R such that the diagram 
commutes. A JTS is i-special if it is the homomorphic image of a special 
JTS. A subspace I of a JTS T is an irznei. ideal if PITc I, an outer ideal if 
(P,+ L, r)l~ I, and an ideal (la T) if it is both inner and outer. An ideal 
of T is a F-ideal if it is invariant under all endomorphisms of T. Along 
with any JTS T comes a family of Jordan algebras: for b E T, define 
(i) UY= PCb’ := P .ri .r P b > 
(ii) .Y’~.~) := P,b, 
(iii) 1’,, ?’ = L::;. := Lx&‘. 
(0.6 I 
(iv) F’, = LkbJ := L,.,. 
We denote this new JA Ttb) and call it the b-homotope of T. Note that 
if TSR+, R an ATS, then T(‘) E (R+jtbJ = (R!“)+ (for R’“’ the 
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b-homotope of R in which the product is defined by x .b ~j = (xby)). The 
only extra Jordan identity that will be needed is 
qoz} + pP:\P,I.z = p, pj. pz + p:& p, + L., y p, L,. .y. (0.7) 
For the sake of reference, we also label the easy 
.Y~X~X~ = {XIX2X3) -xjxzx1, Tc R+. (0.8) 
In the classification of Jordan algebras [4], the commutator 
[.u, )‘I= x~q -1’~ plays an important role in the construction of Zel’manov 
polynomials (although [x, 11) does not itself exist in a Jordan algebra). We 
shall rely on the proven existence of these polynomials for algebras. We 
denote [x, ~‘1 ‘b) := xby -z,h.x; again, this element is not Jordan but its 
P-operator P,, ,,, ,bl can be defined 
P,, .I.]‘“’ := P{.d+ - 2(P.J, pl. + p.,. p, P-Y:). (0.9) 
Note that in the special case TG R+ (0.9) acting on z is indeed 
[x, jp z[x, y] cb’, and in the Jordan algebra TCb’: 
P~~,~,,]lbtPb = U,., I,p = ~vvF - 2( u, u, + uJ. u,). 
We will use such “triple commutators” to construct Zel’manov polynomials 
for triple systems. 
1. HERMITIAN POLYNOMIALS 
Let X be an infinite set of indeterminates; we denote by 
A = Q(X) the free associative algebra on X, 
AT = A T(X) the free ATS on X, 
ST = ST(X) the free special JTS on X, 
52 = &4(X) = H(AT(X), *), where * is the canonical involution in 
Q(X) defined by X* =x for all x E X2 
FT= FT(X) the free JTS on X. 
We have -4 2.4 TZ SA 2 ST. Note that a basis for S,4(X) is given by all 
xi, . . X$ yx, . xi, and all n-tads, 
{x,x~...x,,$.=slx~...x,,+.~,*....~~x~ 
[if t E @, only n-tads are necessary since 2xi, . . xi, yxi, ‘. . xi, = 
{Xi, ‘. ~xi,J’x;,’ ..“i,)2j+ I]. 
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We say that f  E FT is a polynomial identity on a JTS T if f = 0 strictly on 
T (all maps FT --$ TO send f to 0, for any choice of scalar extension Ta )> 
and the image off under the map U: FT + ST, xi -+ xi, is manic (and hence 
f” # 0). A Jordan pair I’ satisfies a polynomial identity if the corresponding 
polarized JTS T(V) does. 
An ideal Ja ST is called ,fomal if it is determined by the form of its 
polynomials. not by the labelling of the variables: 
P(X,, “., x,)EJ*p(o(-u,), . . . . dX,,)jEJ 
for all permutations cr of X. (l.lj 
A formal ideal G = G(X) 4 ST(X) is hermitiar~ if it is n-tad closed for ail 
odd 113 5, 
(G...G),~GG for all odd II 2 5, (1.2) 
where n-tads are in U(X) but in general not in ST(X) for n 2 5. So 
certainly G = ST(X) is not hermitian; on the other hand, G = 0 is trivially 
so. If in @, Cohn’s theorem [6, Lemma 63 asserts that U(X) (hence all 
If-tads) is generated by X using Jordan products and pentads so that 
closure under pentads implies closure under all jr-tads, 
if i E @: G is hermitian iff { GGGGG) j s G. (1.3) 
A lzermitiarz polynomial p(x,, .,., S,)E ST(X) is simply an element of a 
hermitian ideal G of ST. 
1.4. Remarks. ( 1) If T is an i-special JTS and G a formal ideal 
of ST, then the set G( TJ of values taken by G on T forms a .Y-ideal of 
T which is derivation-invariant if G is linearization-invariant. First, G(T) 
is a subspace since if pl(x,, . . . . x,), pz(s,, . . . . x,~) E G, aj, b,, CE T. 
then pl(al, -., a,,) + pztb,, . . . . O,,,) = CP~(X~~ . . . . -y,,) + PA~,,+~, . . . . -y,+:,,)l 
!a,, . . . . a,,, bl, . . . . 6,,) and ccpl(al, . ..) a,,) = [ccp,(x,, . . . . x,,)](a,. . . . . a,,): next 
it is an inner ideal since PPlcui .,.., ..,b = [P,,( .,.,.,.,.- Y,,is,Z+ ,](a,: . .._ a,, b). and it 
is an outer ideal since P,p,(a,, . . . . a,,) = [P.y+j+, pl(s,, . . . . .u,,)](a,, . . . . a,,, bj 
and L PI~~I.....~,). mkbt /.., b,,) c= [L Y ~II.\-~....,T,~),P?~~,~+I......~,,~,)' u+m-b 1 I(a,,...,a,,, h,, . . . . 
b,, c). (Note that X being infinite, we can pick independent .Y’~ + , : ._.I xi, _ irk. 
and G being formal, pJ.x,, . . . . x,,) E G +pJx,,+ I, . . . . x,, + ,,,) E G.) 
If tl is a JTS endomorphism of T then G(T) is o-invariant since 
for PEG(X), aiE T: O(p(a,, . . . . ir,i))=p(B(a,j, . . . . O(~,,))EG(T). Invariance 
under derivations -9 always comes free-of-charge from linearization- 
invariance: 
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where 0;;; p is the linearization of p in the variable xi, that is, 
the coefficient of II in p(x,, . . . . xi + Lyir . . . . x,,). (1.5) 
(2) If TSR+ is a special JTS and G a hermitian ideal of ST, then 
G(T) is n-tad closed. For, any homomorphism 11 of ST(X) into T extends 
to an ATS homomorphism rfo of its special universal envelope r;2T(X) 
into R, and if g,, . . . . g,, E G, n(gi) =g; E G(T), then {g; . . . g:,ln= 
hkA-~~okJ>n = yIo(k, -dd-/,K? = u](G) 
We call G(T) the G-part of T. 
It is not at all clear how one should build a hermitian ideal G from 
scratch directly from the hermitian condition. Instead, we choose to 
concentrate on the fact that high-enough powers of hermitian polynomials 
eat n-tads, and construct G from the “eating” condition. 
2. EATERS 
Throughout this section, all our n-tads will have II odd 
2.1. DEFPJITION. p(x,, . . . . x,) E ST(X) eats n-tads if for disjoint X and Y 
(i) (Y,~~~.Y,~-,P(~~~, . . . . L)),, = 4,(-y,, . . . . x,,, .vl, . . . . Y,~-,)E 
ST(Xu Y) 
(ii) {~~...y~-~p(x~, . . . . x,j.h-l), = q2(x1 ,..., x,,, .vl, . . . . JJ,-,)E 
ST(Xu Y). 
In other words, when we put p into an n-tad either in the last position 
or the next to the last position, this n-tad is a Jordan polynomial. 
Denote by EL = E:,(X) the linear space of all n-tad eaters in ST. We have 
E; = E; = ST, but beyond this point the spaces El, do not have any 
obvious inclusion relations among them (unlike the algebra case, where 
E:, E EL,~,, for all nz ~0, due to the unit element). Accordingly, we define 
and so E, = E, = ST2 Ej 2 E7 2 . . . is a decreasing chain of linear spaces 
of n-tad eaters in ST. Here E, = E; but E,, < Ei, for II > 5. An ideal 14 ST 
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eats n-tads if all its elements do so. The largest such ideal is the core of E:,, 
denoted CEL = CE:,(X) 4 ST(X), 
(where $ss-r(p) is the ideal of ST generated by p) so the core of E,, is 
CE, := n CE:,, 
odd m  < II 
and we have CE, = CE, = STr> CE, D CE, . . . . Again, CE5 = CE’, but 
CE, < CE; for 12 ) 5. 
2.3. Remarks. (1) Ek and CE; (and therefore E, and CE, too) are 
closed under linearizations and all endomorphisms and derivations of ST 
(once more, every such map extends to the special universal envelope AT, 
where we can apply it to products {4’1 . . .~r~)-~, and disjointness of X and 
Y guarantees independence of X’S and y’s in Definition 2.1 and (2.2)). 
(2) If yip la ST for some i, then both Jordan elements q1 and q2 in 
2.1 have a factor in I (by homogeneity), hence belong to I 
The special case I = CE, yields n-tad closure { CE,, . . CE,, > ,I C_ CE,, of each 
CE, . 
(3) By Zel’manov’s version of Cohn’s theorem for linear JTS [h: 
Lemma 61, if ;E @, CE, (being pentad closed) is hermitian. 
2.5 PENTAD-EATER THEOREM [4, Theorem 12.5, p. 1831. The se1 E5 of 
all pentad-eaters forms an outer ideal in ST(X) and its core CE5 sati.$es 
(i) CE,=(~EE~IP,STEE,] is a pentad-eating linearizutim- 
invariant Jr-ideal ? 
(ii) 2E, c CE, so that if $ E @‘, CE5 = ES. 
Proof. For outerness of E,, first L,,,,ES c E5 by 
-h{~‘~ ?!zI’32’&) = {&,bo!l)J'2J'3 ~'J?:s) - (~'&.~hb) J'3 J2J$j. 
+(P11!2fa.t(l.3)Y4).5j-(4'14124.3Lb.n(E'4)l'jj 
+ (?'I YZY? I:4L,,(.Ys) \> (2.6) 
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where we obtain both conditions of Definition 2.1 by choosing yj E E, and 
yq E Ej, respectively. Next, P,,E, _c Es by choosing respectively y5, y3 E Ej 
in 
+ hY2)‘3qY,)Y5). 
(Equations (2.7) and (2.8) could be replaced by 
> 
(2.9) 
in conjunction with L,,,,invariance of Es .) 
Formulation (i) of CE, is a general fact about JTS: if 1 is an outer ideal 
of a JTS T, its core (the maximal ideal of T contained in I) is 
Cl= {ZEI( P,Tcl}. 
Indeed, Ka T, Ks I* P,Tz KE I* Kc CI and conversely, Cla T: it is 
a linear space since P,, ,,, T = L, r~~ 5 L, .IG 1 (for all z, w  E CI G 1) by 
outerness of 1, it is outer since for aE T, z E CI, P,z E P,Is I 
has P,,T=P,P,P,TEP,(P,T)~P,I~I, and for a,bET, z~CI, 
La,b~ E L, .IG I has (by (0.7)) 
Piabzl T= P,f’,(P, Tj + P;(P,f’, T) + L,,P;W,,, T) 
-P ,,,,TEP~P~~+~+L,,.I- {TTI>CI, 
and finally it is inner since for a E T, z E CI, Pza E P,T_c I has 
P,,T= P,P,P,Ts P,Tc I. 
In (ii), if PE Es, then 2P,ST= {pSTp) =L,srp_cE5 (Es is outer in 
ST) and so P,ST=4P,STs Ej shows by (i) that 2pgCE,. 1 
2.10 Remarks. (1) Each E,, is L ,,,,-invariant by an obvious 
extrapolation of formula (2.6) and PST-invariant by L,,..-invariance 
together with the extrapolation of (2.9), 
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and 
(L.~...!~~~~~(P~P~~I,~)~= (?‘1...~il~-7~,iL~,,.?.~)),l 
-(j) . . . Y,, -3(Pv!‘,z)Pirr. 
Thus, all E,* are outer ideals of ST; in particular, they are JTS’s. 
(2) p E E, eats n-tads no matter where it occurs; it eats from the last 
and next to the last positions by Definition 2.1. and if it occurs elsewhere, 
it can be moved to one of those two positions using (0.8) enough times and 
the fact that p E E:, n E:,- 7 eats (n -2)-tads and by (1) so does L,,,,p. 
(3) In the algebra case [4], only the first condition in Defini- 
tion 2.1(i) of an n-tad eater is necessary since the squaring operation (more 
precisely its linearization) allows p to move from a given position to any 
other in an n-tad. 
3. HEARTY EATERS 
We saw in Remark 2.3 (3) that in the linear case (f~ @) CE, is 
hermitian; unfortunately, it does not appear to be so for the general 
quadratic situation. But if we strengthen Definition 2.1 by requiring that a 
pentad-eater p eat non-symmetric associative products y 1 )>I yj J’~ p, then 
this new set of “hearty pentad-eaters” does form a hermitian ideal. 
3.1. DEFINITION. p(x,, . . . . x,,,) EST(X) is said to ear inzbedded n-fads 
(n odd) if for arbitrary integers r = s (mod 2), we have 
(i) I- . ..--~.l.l...~‘n--pplt’l...~t.c~,+,+,, 1-I 
=r (11...-;,qlq,q31~l...t~,3,+.~+l 
(ii) {zl ...-lr J’l . Y,,  - 7 P?‘n - 1 ‘“;I ; . It’, 1, + c + II 
=z (z, . ..z.q,q5q,\v, ...H~,),+s~‘3 
in AT(Xu YuZu W) for some ql=q,(yl ,..., j’n-l, s, ,...). u,,,) e 
ST(Xu Y), i= 1, . . . . 6. 
Thus, p leaves adjacent factors alone while eating n-tads. As in Section 2. 
define 
I:,, the linear space of all imbedded n-tad eaters, 
In = n C,,? 
odd ,,t c n 
CT:, = (p E ST(X)) .Xssr(p) c I;,], the core of I::, 
CI,, = n C’f~,, the core of 1, ~ 
odd m  < PI 
(3.2 ) 
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so that I, = I, = ST(X) z IS = rg 2 Z, 2 . . . and 
CZ, = CI, = ST(X) D CI, = CZ; D CZ7 D . . . . 
3.3 Remdrks. (1) Z,, _c E, and CI,, _c CE,, for all (odd) 11 since the 
case Y =s = 0 shows {y, ..,~‘~-~p)~ = C {q1q2q3) E ST(Xu Y) and 
(J’l ...J)n--2J?r2~-11)12=~ ( qlqjq6) E STiXu YL for P E 4,. 
(2) CZ,,‘s are once more linearization-invariant ideals which are 
invariant under endomorphisms and derivations of ST. 
The important difference between CZ, and CE, (also see [4, Prop. 13.3, 
p. 1871) is in 
3.4. PROPOSITION. CZ5 = CZi is a maximal imbedded pentad-eating ideal, 
and any formal ideal G Q ST contained in CZ, is hermitian. 
Proof: We need to prove the second assertion that G is m-tad closed for 
each m B 5. Now any element of G ( _c CZ,) satisfies Definition 3.1; observe 
that if some yie G Q ST in Definition 3.1 (i). by homogeneity exactly one 
qj of each triple q1 q2q3 of Jordan polynomials involves the factor JJ~ and 
hence falls back in G. (We could always assume by symmetry of n-tads, 
(0.8), and induction, that qj is either q2 or q3, but this would unnecessarily 
complicate the argument. j 
Using r = 0, n = 5, s = nz - 5 in Definition 3.1 (ij with yl, y2, 11~ E ST, 
JJ~,PEGcCI~, we see that q1q2q3E(STSTG)u(STGST)u(GSTST) 
and so 
(ST ST ST G G M’~ . . . w,,, _ j jm E {ST ST G w1 . . . w,,_ 5 I,,, _ 2 
+ {STGSTw, ...Iz’ ,,,- j),-2+ {GSTSTw, .+,-5}nI-~Z 
~(ST~TST~~,...~~,,_,},,_~. (3.5) 
When all the M,;(s are in G, we obtain 
(STST~TGG...G~,,,E {sTsTSTGG-..G~,~~~ 
c ... E {STSTSTG Gj5 
(by induction, using (3.5), we can remove the G’s by pairs) which is 
containedin {STSTG)+(STGST)+(GSTST)EG~~~~~~~~~~=~ 
of no LV’S in (3.5) (or directly from (2.4) with STr> G c CZ, s CE,). In 
particular, {G . . . G >,,, c G for all (odd) m > 5, that is, G is hermitian. 1 
To complete the proof of existence of hermitian ideals, it suffices to find 
0 #p(X) E CZj. In fact, the polynomial we are about to construct eats not 
only imbedded pentads, but anything resembling pentads. To make this 
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more precise, we will broaden the concept of eater and build a smaller ideal 
Hj contained in Zj. At this point, we need to interact with Jordan algebras 
and so we first recall [4. p. 1881. 
3.6 DEFINITION. A (wzital) adic family OH a special Jordan algebra J is 
a family of n-linear maps F,: J” -+ I/ into some Q-module V for all FI > ! 
having the unital Jordan-alternating properties 
(Al) F,,( . . . . l,... )=F+,(...) 
(A2) F,( . . . . X, X, . ..j = F+,( . . . . .x2, . ..) 
(A3) Fn( . . ..I Y, y,x, . ..)=F.,p2( . . . . C’,?: . ..) 
hence by linearization 
(A2’) F,,( . . . . X, y, . ..j + F,,( . . . . y, x, . ..) = F,,+l(..., s 3 J’, . ..) 
(A3’) E’,( . . . . x,, s:, x3, . ..)+ F,2(.,.>~~g, x2, s!, . ..) 
=Filp2( . ..) (x,x2x$ . ..). 
and which also preserves all tetrads {x~x~.Y~.x~~ 4 and all pentads 
{x,.r2.r;x4sj)j, X~E J, which happen to fall back irz J: 
(A4) F,,( . . . . x1, s2, x;, x4....) + F,,( . . . . . xl, x3, <yz, x,,...) = 
F+,( . . . . (x~s~s3x~~4, . ..) 
(A5j F’,( . . . . or, .rz, x3, x4, x5, . ..) + F,,(..., .Y~, .Y~, xX, s:, x’t, . ..j = 
F,?-‘J . . . . (x1x*x3x~.rj}j, . ..). 
(Note that we obtain an adic family on a non-unital JA by simply deleting 
(Al) from Definition 3.6. Also, in the unital case, we can remove (A2) and 
(A4j since they are consequences of (Al j. (A3 j. and (A5 j.) 
To give the definition of an adic family (F,,) on a special JTS, one could 
use Definition 3.6 and delete (Al), (A2), and (A4). Although nothing is 
wrong in doing so, such a {F,l l p oives rise to two sets of maps {FIi, ): and 
iFa-& II B 1, which equally satisfy the remaining axioms (A3j, (A3’), 
(A5), and are totally independent (since (A3) and (A5) link F,, to F,Im-2 and 
F 1,-4, so the parity of the index is preserved); this motivates 
3.7 DEFINITION. An adic farnil-v on a special JTS T is a family of 
n-linear maps F, : T” -+ V into some Q-module V for all odd IZ > 1 satisfving 
(Tlj F,,( . . . . X, y, X, . ..)= F,-,( . . . . P,?l, . ..) 
and so by linearization 
(Tl’j F,,( . . . . .x1, x2, x3, . ..) + F,,( . . . . x3, .x2, x1, . ..) 
=Fn-A. .., {x,xzx3), . ..) 
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and which preserves all pentads (xIxzx3xj.~j)j, X~E T, which fall back 
in T: 
(T2) F,( . . . . x,, x2, xj, x4, x5, . ..) + F,,( . . . . x5, x4, .x3, x2 x1, . ..) 
= F+d(.. ., fXYYX\‘I ). I, I- 2; 3 -1- j,j, ‘.. 
3.8 EXAMPLES. (1) The ordinary n-tads (n odd), 
N,,(x,, . ..). Yn)= {x, .-X,),,EH(R, *) 
(TGH(R, *)sR+). 
(2) The imbedded n-tads (n odd) with fixed zi, IKE T, 
Njf;“J(xl, . . . . x,)= (q “‘Z,X1 . ..X.lV, ...12’,},,t~r+s, 
where I’= s (mod 2). 
(3) The associative n-ads (associative words of odd lengths in the 
x,‘s ), 
A,Jxl, . . . . x,) = x1 . . .x,, E R (TcR+). 
3.9 Remarks. (1) The passage from Example 3.8 (1) to (2) can be 
generalized to any adic family (F,,) and fixed z;, I~;~E T, 1 didr, I <j<s, 
r = s (mod 2), to obtain a corresponding imbedded adic ftimill> 
F;=;““(yl, . . . . J)H) :=F,,+.+.(zl, . ..) z,, I’,, . ..) y,z, 12’1, ,..) IV,), (3.10) 
where the superscript (z; 1~) is short for (z, .. z,.; 12’~ ... H,~), the variables 
being listed without commas. Of course, r or s might be zero. 
(2) To any adic family (F,, > corresponds an opposite adic family 
F:Pil’~, . ..> J’,,) := Fn’,(Y,,, . ..> J'L). (3.11) 
(3) We observe that a major property of ordinary n-tads lost by 
imbedded n-tads and adic families in general is symmetry (e.g., Example 3.8 
(3) is obviously not symmetric). 
3.12 DEFINITION. Let 9 be a collection of adic families on ST(X). Then 
p(X) E ST(X) is said fo eat S-n-ads if 
(i) F,,(Y~, .-, Y~-~, P) = C F,(q,, q2, q3) E FAST, ST, ST) 
(ii) F,,(Y~, . . . . Y+~, P, J’,~-~~) = 2 F3(q4, qs, qd E FAST, ST, ST) 
for all families {F,, i E 9 and some qi E ST(Xu Y), 1 < i < 6, which depend 
on p but not on {F,,]. 
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In case B consists of all possible adic families on ST(X), such a p(X) is 
called a heu.rtJ, n-tad eater. Observe that Definition 3.12 coincides with 
Definition 2.1 when .9 = ((N,,) $ consists of the ordinary rz-tads as in 
Example 3.8 (l), and with Definition 3.1 when 5 = [ [N”’ ““I, for all 
choices of zi, ,\;E r> consists of the imbedded n-tads as in Egample 3.8 (2). 
As usual, define 
H:,, the linear space of all hearty n-tad eaters. 
odd in < II (3.13) 
CHk= [PEST(X)/S&~)~ Hi,)-, thecore of H:,, 
CH,,= f-j CH;,,. 
odd nr i n 
the core of H,. 
so again H,=H,=ST(X)=,H,=H;zH,z . ..and 
CH, = CH3 = ST(X) D CH, = CH; D CH, D . . . 
3.14 Remarks. ( 1) Each CH,, is a linearization-invariant ideal 
invariant under all endomorphisms and derivations of ST. Linearization- 
invariance follows from the fact that any adic family on a special JTS T 
into a Q-module I’ extends to a family on T, = Q @@ T into I’* = R 0 Q VI 
for any scalar extension To of T (since (Tl) and (T2) are of degree no 
more than 2 in any variable). For invariance under endomorphisms 0 of 
ST(X) (fixing Y), it follows as in Remark 2.3 (1) as long as we can apply 
an extension of 0 to Definition 3.12. But in general, any endomorphism ti 
of ST(X) (fixing Y) provides for each {F,, > an induced family 
F,q(x,, . . . . x,,) := F,,(O(x,), . ..) 6(x,,l). 
indeed, (Tl) and (Tl’) hold since 0 preserves Jordan products, and for (T2) 
we note that 0 extends to Q0 on AT(X) so that if i-y1 ... x,], E ST, then 
e((.u,...xj)j)=80({.~l...~j)jj=(O0(~~i)...t70i.~j)~j=(H(.~1J...H(~~j))i~ 
ST. If PE Hi,, we then have F,,(J’~, . . . . y+ I, O(p)) = Ff(y,. . ..? J’,,- 1, y) 
(0 fixes Y)=X F!iql. q2, q3) (P eats (f’f~)=CF,iNq,), Oiq,), @q3)) and 
similarly for F,?( y, . . ..) B(p), y, _ , ); thus. B(p) E Hi,. From this. we obtain 
P E H,, =a ‘3~) E H,,, and it is easily seen that p E CH,, - 8(p) E CH,,. 
Finally, if 9 is a derivation of ST, Id + ~9 is an automorphism of STY_&], 
where&2=O,~~y+&~‘(p)ECH,,[EI=CH,,+&CH,,andhenceP(p)ECH,,. 
i2) We have the inclusions H, E: I,, c E, and CH,, E CI,, s CE,, so 
that by Proposition 3.4, 
all CH,z’s (n odd ) are linearization-invariant hermitian 
Z-ideals. (3.15) 
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(3) A hearty pentad-eater y eats from any position. Indeed, (0.8) 
reduces F,,( . . . . p, s, J, . ..) to - F,,( . . . . J’, s, p, . ..) + F,, ~~ I( . . . . { pxy }, . . . j and for 
II= 5, we have n-2= 3, so Fj( . . . . p, x, y, . ..) c E;(ST, ST, ST). However, 
this argument cannot be used for odd II > 5 since in general, we do not 
know whether Lsr..sTH,, E H,,-z. 
3.16 HEARTY PENTAD-EATER THEOREM [4, Thm. 13.11, p.1903. The set 
H, of hemty pentad-eaters forms a hermitian linearization-imariant .F-ideal: 
H,(X) = CH,(X) 4 ST. 
ProojI We need to show that the linear space H5 is both outer and 
inner. First, L-outerness 
follows from 
PEH~> a,bEST+{abp)EH, 
and similarly 
FhJlr J?, y3, {ah), Y~)=F~(J~~, (yZy3a),b. P, ~1~) 
-FAJJ~,Q, (y3y2b), P, Jv4)+F5((y,ab), y2, J13, P, I,~) 
-F3ib, Ia,vlJ72J,3pf-s, y,)+F3i(J’1))2)3pb)s,ar VA (3.18) 
in which all the ordinary pentads involve p E H, z Ej and hence fall back 
in ST. (Equations (3.17) and (3.18) are particular cases of the more general 
formula P,( . . . . y, z1 IV, (abp), . ..) = FH( .. . . J’, (ma}, b, p, . ..) - F,,( . . . . y, a, 
{ li,zb >: p, . . . ) + F,,i..., (J’ab}, z, 1~7 p,...) - F,lmm2(..., b, {OJJZiip}j,...) + 
F,,-z(..., (~mvpb],, a, . ..) which is easily seen using (Tl’) and (T2).) Next, 
P-outerness 
J’ E ST, p~H~*p.,,pcH~ 
is given by 
Fsiy,, ~2, ~3>1’4. P,,P)=~>~I’,, y,, {l.jJi4J+, p, y) 
-F,(Y);,, f??r?3'1~3P)s,J')+F5(Y1,~,4)3,Y-l,P.~3!2) (3.19) 
and 
Fsi~l> ~‘2, J’3, P,P, 1.4)=F33({J)1J)1J13J~)s, Y>  ~14) 
-Fj(p, (yy3y2)* h, I’, Jb)+m~, Jh Jb P,.v,, ~3~)~ (3.20) 
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where once more ordinary pentads involve p E Hj c E,, and by 
Remark 3.14 (3), p eats from any position. (Equations (3.19) and (3.201 are 
particular cases of the more general formula F,,(..., z, rt’. t, P,.p, . ..) = 
F71-2(..., {““typ)s, y’, . ..) - F,,( . ..) p, (ytw>, z, j’, . ..) + F,,( . ..) p, ii‘, I. 
P,,z, . ..j. which holds by (Tl), (Tl’), and (T2).) 
Finally, innerness comes free-of-charge for hearty eaters (even for 
imbedded n-tad eaters I,, as opposed to eaters E,, where we had to shrink 
to CE, to obtain it) and the argument holds for all H,, (even all I,,, with 
the obvious modifications j, not only H,) 
JJ E ST, PEH,,*P,YEH,, for all (odd j II 
by UY,, . . . . JA, P,E’) = Fn+2(~1, . . . . .I?~~-~~, p; Y, pi (by (Tl!) = 
F(:?p)( y,, . . . . y+,,p) c c FI;J”‘( ql, q2, qi) (by Definition 3.12 (i)) c z 
Fz(q,,-q2, q3, y, p) c C F&q’,, q;, q;) (by Definition 3.12 (ijj c FF,(ST. 
ST, ST), and similarly, F,,(J!, , . . . . I),, _ ?, P, +I’, yn ~~ L ) c- F3(ST, ST, ST) 
using Definition 3.12 (ii). 1 
In order to construct a nonzero element of Hj = CH,, we will need the 
following result which links “triple families” and “algebra families”: 
3.21 LEMMA. Any adic family (F,, 3 OH a special JTS TG R’ inducessfor 
any b E T an adic family ( ‘b’F,] on the Jordan algebra T”‘. 
‘b’F,,(s,, . . . . x,,j := F,,_ I(.~, , b, x2. b, . . . . b, x,,), n>, 1. 
Proof. We need to show (A2), (A3), (A4), and (A.5) in Definition 3.6 
((A2’) and (A3’) will follow by linearization). Using (0.6), we have 
(AZ) ‘b’F,l( . . . . x, x ,... j = F2,,+,( . . . . 6, x, b, x, b ,...) = F2,2+j(...r b, 
P,b, h, . ..) (by (Tl)) = !b’Z’,,-l( . . . . ~(~3~). . ..). 
CA3) @)F,,( . . . . N, y, .K ,...) = F1,,pi( . . . . b, I, b, J’, b. WY, b ,...) = 
Fl,-,( . . . . 6, x, Pby, x, b, . . . j = Fznps( . . . . b, P, P, .I’> b, . ..j (using (Tl) twice’) 
= (blF,l ~ 2( . . . . P;b’y, . . . j. 
(A4j Suppose {.x~s~.Y~s~):~)E TLb’~ Rtb’ for certain sje T”!; then 
{xlb.x2bx3b.x4}7 = (xlbx2(Pbx3).x,),E T and ‘“‘F,,(..., [x,x2s3x4j~‘, . ..) 
F 
b:..., 
znm.l( . . . . b, {x,b.~2b.~3bx,},, b, . ..) = F2n+1( . . . . 6, (S,b?C2(PbX3j.~415i 
= F,,,+,( . . . . b , s,, b, x2, P,x,, .Y~, b, . ..I + Fr,,+j( . . . . b, .x4, P,x,, x2, 
b, s,: b ,...) (by (T2)),= F2,1+5( . . . . b, xi, b> x2, b, x3, 6. x4, b,...) + 
F 2,2+j( . . . . 6, x4, 6, x3, 6, x1, b. x,, 6, . ..) (by (Tl)) = ‘h’F,,+j( ,.., x1, x2, x3, 
x4, . ..) + ‘b’F,,+3( . . . . x4, x3, x>, x1, . ..). 
Similarly, one proves (A5) using (T2), and (TI j twice on 
(.KLXzX3X4Xjjp= {x~(P~s~)s~(P~x~)-Y~}~~ We leave the details to the 
reader. 1 
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4. CONSTRUCTION OF A CLIFFORD HEARTY PENTAD-EATER 
Let VEX and consider the Jordan algebra J= ST’“‘, the b-homotope 
of the free special JTS ST= ST(X). We know from [4, Theorem 14.1, 
p. 1921 that the heartl> tetrad-eating ideal HE,(Jj#O, that is, there exists 
0 # a E STlbJ such that for any adic family (F,, 1 on ST: @‘F4( y,, y2, y3, a) = 
1 fbJF,(q\b’, qib), q\b’)(q{b’ E STcb)j, and so 
F&Y,, f’, Y,, y3, b, a) -c F,(ST, ST. ST) (4.1) 
since F,(Y~, Ph.v2, y3, b, a) = FT(Y,, b, y2, b, y3, 17, a) (by (Tl)) = 
'%l4(YI, L'2r J'3, a) E ‘b’F,(ST, ST, ST) = FJST, by ST, b, ST) z F3(ST, 
PbST, ST) (by (Tl)) ~ F,(ST, ST, ST). 
Given any adic family {F,, 1 on ST, we will say that c’~, u2 E P’ arc 
congruent, denoted o1 3 vz, whenever vl - u2 E F,(ST, ST, ST). We have 
[6, Lemma 81 
4.2. LEMMA. Let s, ~1, z, b E X, 0 # a E HEd(ST(X)chJ), and d<jGze 
fb’ c := cL,P,,Y: L2,.,,,1~ (= CL,,, Ltb’ ] z E ST(X)); then for ary t, w  E ST we 2, )’ 
haue 
(i) FJw, t, c, b, a) = 0, 
which in turn implies 
(ii) F,(a, 6, c, t, w) = 0, 
(iii) F5(rv, t, a, 6, c) = O? 
(iv) Fj(c, b, a, t, w) = 0. 
Proqf: If we denote L,(t) := (abxbtj and L,*(t) := (bxbat}, then for all 
t, v, MJ, x E ST we have the following two identities: 
Fj(w, t, L,(v), b, a) = Fs(w, L.:(t), L’, b, a) (4.3) 
Fs(w, L.:(t), L’, 6, a) = FJL,(w), t, V, b, a). (4.4) 
Equation (4.3) follows by 
Fs(u’, t, (abxbc) 6, a)=F,(nv, {tabxb), u, b, aj 
- Fj(w, b.vb, {a&}, b, a) + F3(w, jbxbot), P,b) 
(which can be seen to hold by expanding all terms up to F,‘s using (Tl), 
(Tl’), (T2 j j, where F5jlv, bxb, (ato), b, a) = 0 by (4.1). 
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Equation (4.4) follows from (4.3) by Fj(tr, L:(r). c, b, a) 
=F3({wLf(t)c), b, a)-F,(o, L.;(t), \c, b, a) 
3 -F,(v, L,;(t), W, b, aj c -F,(t), t, L,(W), b, U) (by (4.3)) 
= -F,((vtLy(n~)), b, a) + F&L.(w), t, ~1, b, a) 
- F&L,(w), t, v, b, a). 
Finally, 
F,(w, t, L,.L,(z), b, a) E FJw, L-;(t). L.,(z), b, a) (by (4.3)) 
5 Fj(L~.(w), f, L,(z), b, 0) (by (4.4)) 
zFj(LJ,iw), L:(t), z, b. a) iby (4.3)) 
E F,(w, L-F L:(t), z, b, a) (by (4.4)) 
- Fj(w, L:(t), L>.(z), b, a) (by (4.3)) 
E Fj(~is, t, L, L,.(-: j, 6, a) (by (4.3)) 
which proves (i). 
(We used a standard “hiding trick”, hiding L, on I while L,. moves past. ) 
This also shows that any two operators satisfying (4.3) and (4.4) “com- 
mute” with each other in the sense of (ij. 
(ii) is obtained by applying (i) to F;P (see (3.1 l)), and (iii), iiv) are 
obtained by using (0.8) on {abc) with (i) and (ii). 1 
An element f f FT is called a Clifford polynomial if f does not vanish on 
the split matrix algebra H, = H( M3( @ j, t) of 3 x 3 hermitian matrices over 
@. Hence, in view of our definition of a polynomial identity, ,f does not 
vanish on any JTS T containing H, or on any JTS 7 having a scalar 
extension that contains H,. .f cz FT is a Zel’manoc polynomiul if it is both 
hermitian and Clifford. 
4.5 THEOREM. Let 24, u, WE ST, I= I~VM’, I* = wvu, k = I- I* = [zc, w]“‘. 
and let FJx,, . . . . .K,,_~. I) (resp. F,(xl, . . . . .Y,-~, I*)) denore FJx,, . . . . s,,_?. 
u, c, w) (resp. F,,(xl, . . . . x,,-~, w:, L+ ~4)) and F,(sl, . . . . x,,+~, k) = 
F,,,(-x ,, . . . . s,~-~, 1) - F&u ,,..., x,,-m3, I* ). Write A z B when A - BE 
F,(ST, ST, ST). Ij- 
F,( ST, ST, I) = 0 (= F&ST, ST, l*)j, (4.6) 
then F,(ST, ST, ST, ST, M) E 0 for 0 # hf := P,,p,.kST~ ST (whew 
P PkP,k 15 P,<,P,PVP,, Pk as irl (0.9)) and hence 0# P.,,M 12~s 
F,(ST, ST, ST: ST, P,,k) ~0 as well as FS(ST, ST, ST, P,lIM, ST) = 0. 
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Thus, 0 # P,M_c CH, 4 ST, i.e., CH, is a non-zero hermitian ideal in 
ST(X). 
In particular, given any x, y, z, r, F, s, t, g, 6, dEX, if we let 
k = abc - cba for 0 #a =pJx, JJ, z, r; f)(b) := [ [Dz L(~)“3b’, DxJr)]@), 
D,,J?)](b) + [[D:,,(z)(‘-~), D,,,.(J)]‘b’, D,,,,(r)]‘@), where D,,Jz) = 
c-x, J,]‘bi, z]‘b’, and c= CL:!!. Ll,!)] g, then 
0 #m := P,,,,,d 
has degree 611 and 0 # mi is a Zel’manov polynomial of degree 1833. 
Proof: First, let us assume that when (4.6) is satisfied, then indeed 
0 # P,ML CHj. If we choose 14 = a, v = 6, w = c, we have (4.6) by 
Lemma 4.2 (since the polynomial a lies in the linearization-invariant ideal 
HE,(ST(X)‘bJ) by [4, Theorem 14.1, p. 1921); thus, nzEiV1 and nz3~ CH,. 
To see that F?Z’ is Clifford, in case H, c T, we use the symmetric matrix 
units uii = e, + eii and choose b = e, r + ezz + es3 so that 
a=p16(14137 u23, l423, u13; U23)(b’=U12 
[since D,,,(z) = D,,),(F) = 1113, DZJZ) = D,Jl.) = -1123, Dz,JZ)(2'b) 
= ez2 + e,,], and with s = 14r2, t = 1!23, g = e33, we have c = ur3 and hence 
k=abc-cba=ac-ca=e23-e32= -k3; 
setting d= u13, we obtain m = PPkPbk d = P,,d = P,d = tl13 and m3 = 
(u?~)~ = u23 # 0. Hence, 111~ is a Zel’manov polynomial. To figure out its 
degree, observe that the degree of p16 is 16, so a=pib,’ has degree 31 
(=(2)(16) - 1). 
It now remains to prove our claims about il4. The main statement 
F,(ST, ST, ST, ST, M) E 0 comes as the result of a sequence of identities 
that pile up on each other. We first introduce general facts that will be used 
throughout the calculation. 
Any Fj (and in particular any ordinary pentad j  is - 0 when- 
ever u, IV appear in odd positions and v in an even one. (4.7) 
F,(y,, JJ2, k)=F,((~,J)21}j)-F,(lv, {%!‘z),Y,) 
+F3(w !‘2, { UVJ’, >) - F3( (~2’~ pL 1, u, ~4). (4.8 j 
I ~wrkwd,= (4’145hJ’~,~ 1 - iu, J’2l*Y3 ?‘lf7 
= ({1’12’2~j.5J’3?+ (.hJ’2t~*J13Yd5) 
+ ({J’11’2Ya) J’3I fs-(J’4{Y2.Y1J13105 (4.9) 
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(E ST by (4.6) using the family of ordinary pentads), and 
h~2f-3hj7= - ((l*yl]'2j'j~3]'~)' 
+ {4’21’1{!1’31’~jjj~(.(1)2)11?‘4~~!’31*15 
+ {y&11)1y3}1*jj (4.9’) 
again in ST by (4.6). We will also use the fact that F, is alternating in odd 
positions and in even positions mod F,, and similarly. F, is alternating 
when it involves a factor k: 
(using ()liyjkf j E ST by (4.6)). Now, we first claim that 
hence by (4.10’) also 
Equation (4.1 I ) holds by 
(by (4.8) on the imbedded family F(‘J’3”‘1) 
= F3((y1y21}jr y3, w)-F5(w: {my>), yI, I’?, iv) 
+ Fj(w, y2> (myl), y3, IV)-F3( {wyr y?‘i, (wy3). w) 
+~,({n'y,p:,},y3,Ij (by VW 
E 0 (by (4.6) on ordinary pentads, (4.10) and (4.6) for F). 
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If we interchange u, 1.~’ in (4.11), we obtain F,(yl, .I’~, HW~-UZI~~~, 
y3, u) c 0 and therefore 
FALll, y2, k, 2’3, u)=O (4.12) 
which implies by (4.10’) 
(4.12’) 
Next, we build on (4.11 j and (4.12) to obtain 
F,(yl, .y2, ~$1, y3, kok)=O 
by 
(4.13) 
F,( 
= - F,(k, v, J’~, { J’21t’“), u, J’3r FL’) 
+F,(k, v, {Y,v~IJ), .~z, u,.Y~, ~1 (by (4.11’)) 
= F,,(k, v, bt’, u, yl, yz, ~4, J’3, $11) 
- F,,(k, c, 1’1, L’z, I”‘, v, u, y3, 4 
= [F,(k, v: (wL~~ J,2u),, y3, w)-F,(k, u, II, y2, (ylvny3~v)) 
+F,(k, v, u, {J~~~~~~IW], y,)- F,(k, VW, WY, y3, {wJJ~J’~)) 
+ F,,(k, L), 21, 0, II’, 1’3, ~1, J’2, );)I 
+ CF,,(k, v, u, 0, 123, 1’2, ~1, ~3, bt’) 
- F,(k, v, {VI ~wwz~)~. ~3, )t’j] 
(by (4.7) for ordinary pentads, (Tl), (Tl’), and (T2)) 
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f F,(k. uz4u, w, C’J, J’ ,: J’2: IL’) +F,(k, ULIZ?. l(‘, I’ , Ir* ii 1’ J’j, \I’) 
(by (4.11/j, (4.12’j, (Tl)) 
= Fjfk, u14u, Pw(ys )‘I ))z)) (by U-l), U’l’)) 
=_ 0 (by (4.6) on FyP). 
Again, interchanging roles of 11 and w  in (4.13) yields 
Fj(1.1, J’2, u, y,.kvk)=O. 
The next building block is given by 
Fj(yl, 1’2, J’39 u, kUk)E09 
for which we calculate 
14.141 
(4.15 j 
F,(g,, J’?, ~4, ~7, IV, ?-‘;, knk) = 0 
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since 
F,(JJl, J’2, 4 4 )I’, y3, kuk) 
=F3b7,, J’2, {14)3(kVk))j)-F,(J’,, J’2, kvk J’3, M’, v, u) 
(by(T2),kvkESTby(0.9)and {/~,(kuk)}5ESTby(4.6)j 
= -F,3(yl, J’~, k, ~1, k, J’3, )I’, u, u) (by (Tl), (Tl’j, (0.9)) 
z -F~2’~W’~‘u)(Y,, y2, k) 
= -Fg({y, ))>UUW}j, L’, k, 1’3, tt’, l?, U) 
+ F,, (~1, { vuy2 ), J’l, ~1, k, J’~, w, u, u) 
- F,,(n; ~2, (UVJ~, v, k, 13, II’, u, u) 
+F,((rq+y,}, vuv, k, )‘3, II’, 0, 24 (by (4.8), (Tl)) 
= - [F,({ {J’, y2~)jukJ’3w}~, v, ~4) 
-F,(1v, 313, k v{.h J&v, u)l 
+ [Fj(S: (VU~2}, (y~VkJ,‘31L’)7* V, ZI) 
- F,(w+myJ w, y,, k, U,V~U, u)] 
- [Fj(w, y2, ((uuy,} ukj’3w’}7, v, u) 
-F7(wy2w, y3, k, z+v~, Iv, u)] 
+ [F3((wy1?24’1 ), vuu, (ky31z’z.w)7) 
- F,((wy2y1), ~U~UU, w, 1’3: k)] 
(by (Tl) and (Tl’), and by (T2)--since{Ja, Y~~)~EST by (4.6)-in con- 
junction with (4.11) for ordinary pentads together with F!;““), I;~L~‘~vU~~~:oU~ 
and F:“yz;“U) applied to (4.9 j and (4.11’) for ordinary pentads with 
F( I “:i’ZYI j L’Ul’) applied to (4.9’)) 1 
E 0 (by (4.12) (4.7), and (4.11’)). 
Dually, interchanging roles of u and w in the result, 
F7(yl, jj2, ~$7, v, u, .I’~, kvk)=O. (4.17) 
Finally, the element kvkok does not lie in ST but 
F,,(y,, ~2, J’3, ~4, hkvk) = 0 (4.18) 
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F1j(JIL, 3’2, y3, 1)4, kvkLik)=F~~‘?“;“ktik’(?‘3, 3’4, kj 
=Fj;i(YL, J’2r {I’;Y‘& v, kck) 
-F,(y,, )‘2. lb’, (vuy4), y3, c, kck) 
+FT(J’I, y2, IL’, y‘$, {uq& v, krk) 
-F7(.1.‘1, y2, {wyjyj:, v, 14 c’, kvk) 
(by (4.8 j and (Tl j since kuk E ST by (0.9)) 
= -F7(y,, y2, IV, (VUJL,;, y3, L’, ktlk) 
+F7(yL, y2, PC’, y4, (uzq-31, c, kck) 
- [Fj(y,, ~2, { (IL~Y~Y~}L~u), V, h-ok) 
-Fj(yl, yZ3 II, L~{wJ~~~)\u, kuk)] 
(by (4.15), (Tl’),and(Tl)since {>,3J,31f5ESTby (4.6.j) 
55 -Fs)(y1, J-2, II!, v, z4, 4’J3 y;, v, kvk) 
+ F,(yl, y2, IV, y4, y,, VW, ktlk) 
(by (4.15), (4.14), (Tl’), and (Tl)) 
= -Fg(yl, y,, w. D, II, yd, y3, v, kak) 
+ [Fj(I’l, yz, M’, { J’4 y3 Vlll~ ) , kvk ) 
- F,(yi, ~2, IV, v, u, $9~3 y1}, kvk) 
+ F9(y1, J’~, II’, v, u, ~‘3, J’~, v, kck)] (by (-I’1 j, (TI’)) 
s 0 (by (4.13) and (4.17)). 
Thus, if .v E ST, then 
O#PP,,.,,.,~?.=P,P,P,P!.P,?i~ST (by i0.W 
Fj(yl, ~‘2, 1’3> J’~, Pkokvk~,)= F:;J’icl-kckJ(:*,, .1’?; 1’;. y4, kukok) 
z F\;?“““‘k’(ST, ST, ST) (by (4.18)) 
= F,,(ST. ST, ST, .1’, kukok) E 0 (by (4.18)). 
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One can easily see that 0 # P,M E PkvkukST = M (by speciality and the 
fact that S7’ lives in the free associative algebra on X, which has no zero- 
divisors), and if h,, hz E M: 
+Fj(k2,~1~3hl, ~1, ~2, 1-4) (by WI, WI, ('W) 
s -F;P(yd, {yz yJ?,), 1'3, h,, h2j+F:p(J~4. y2, Y,, 11, y3hl, h,j 
-0 = (since h, E 111). 
Thus F,(ST, ST, ST, P,M, ST) = 0, too, and so P,wM_c Hi = CH,. 1 
The eating theory that leads to ?7z3 in Theorem 4.5 raises interesting ques- 
tions. For example, Lister [23 defined a notion of identity for ATS’s: is it 
in any way compatible with a Jordan structure so that the spaces E,, of 
ordinary n-tad eaters would naturally form a chain E3 1 Ej 2 E, r> . . ? Is 
CE, = E,? Is CE, hermitian? Is there a way to express CE, in terms of 
elements of E,? Is there any kind of algebraic relation that could be 
established between the elements of E, and those of H, (in other words, 
can we build an element of H, out of any non-zero element of Ej by taking 
powers or acting on it with operators P and L)? 
We remark that the form of our Zel’manov polynomial is irrelevant. 
Nevertheless, as one wishes to see Jordan triple systems as a generalization 
of Jordan algebras, it is unfortunate that the existence of Zel’manov poly- 
nomials for triples should rely on that for algebras; an intrinsic triple proof 
would undoubtedly be more satisfactory. 
ERRATA FOR ARTICLES [4] AND [6] 
In [4], the “correct” version of qd8 should be a linearization (still of 
degree 48) of the one described in the statement of Theorem 14.2 on 
page 195: more precisely, a suitable form for qG8 is given by 
where ~~~(x, J', =, ~2; G) = d~p,,(x~ y, z, it,). Using this, we obtain the 
correct values in the calculation of page 197 when we replace 
h&1? 1423, ~23, ud=u,3 by ~~(~412, q3, uz3, u12; uz3) = u13, so that 
q4S("13, u23? *23, u13; zc23,, ul2, L(23, 1123, u12; 24X,, u12, u23, 1123, zll2; 1123)= 
[Isu,,, u,,], uli] = zli2 as desired. 
ZEL'MANOV POLYNOMIALS 1x3 
In [6], the ordinary pentad-eating ideal G u ST described on page 730 
only satisfies (STSTST ST Gj5 E ST; but in the proof of Lemma 9, one 
needs the extra property (ST ST ST G ST> j c ST in order to establish that 
V(G, G) (a,, . . . . aj) j L ST. An easy way out is to repiace G by 
G3 := P,G + P,,PGG (where TB G3( T) #O since T is prime). 
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